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1. In 1898, he was appointed curator of the newly established Gustave Moreau Museum in Paris. During a spiritual crisis, he became
. ')bsessed with evil; which he saw everywhere. In his paintings, conventional values are overturned- judges are seen as ape-like
(
monsters and whores as saintly women. FTP name this French artist who worked with stained-glass and is famous for the work The
Old King.
\Georges Rouault(1871-1958)\
2. Published in 1951, it is the story of an upper-middle-class girl whose suicide is seen in a series of flashbacks-among them a country
club dance, a Christmas dinner, a football game, and a wedding. The main character is the Virginia girl Peyton Loftis. FTP name the
first novel of William Styron.
\Lie Down in Darkness\
3. In 1970, he became the world's first democratically elected Marxist President. 3 years later, he was killed during a military coup.
He helped found the Socialist Party of his country in 1933. FTP name this politician from Chile,
\Salvador Allende\
4. He was sent to London in 1648 as an apprentice to the painter Peter Lely. But he abandoned this artistic pursuit to attend college
where his chemistry professor, Thomas Willis, helped him get a job assisting Robert Boyle improve the air pump. FTP, identify this
scientist who in 1665, put forth his undulatory theory of light in his Micrographia.
\Robert Hooke\
5. His children's books include _The Lost Zoo_ and _My Lives and How I Lost Them_. He also wrote the 1931 novel_One Way to
Heaven_. Strongly influenced by Keats, his poetry was published in such collections as _The Medea and_SomePoems~_and,,,",Coppel"
Sun_. FTP, identify this 1903-born Harlem Renaissance figure best-known for the 1929 collection _The Black Christ and Other
Poems_.
\Countee _ Cullen_\

(

6. A leader of this religion imposed a "uniform" on the male faithful,-called-the-"Five Ks": uncuthair,acomb,a-band-on-the-righwrist, a dagger, and short pants. Their scripture is the Adi Granth or the Guru Granth Sahib. FTP name this religion founded during
.he early 1500's in Sultanpur, near Amritsar by Guru Nanak.
\Sikhism\
7. The fourth measure provided that the territory east of California ceded to the U.S. by Mexico was divided into the territories of New
Mexico and Utah and be open to both slaveholders and antislavery settlers. The fifth measure provided that Texas be awarded $10
million in settlement of claims to adjoining territory. The third bill was the Fugitive Slave Law. The first 2 measures authorized
abolition of the slave trade in the District of Columbia and admission of California as a free state. FTP name these legislative
measures sometimes referred to collectively as the Omnibus Bill.
\Compromise of 1850\
8. His beliefs included spontaneous generation, the fact that heavenly bodies were rotating spheres, and that terrestial motion was
regulated by the principle of inertia such that all bodies desired to be at rest at the center of the earth. His zoological studies led him to
classify 540 animal species, 50 of which he had dissected. FTP, identify this Greek best known for his chicken embryology and his
doctrine of the 4 mutually convertible elements.
\Aristotle\
9. In this battle, German pikemen and Spanish arquebusiers of Holy Roman Emperor Charles V's army under Ferdinando Francesco
d'Avalos defeated a French army of heavy cavalry. The French army was led by Francis I and was aided by Swiss and German
mercenaries. FTP name this battle which gave Spain control of Italy, fought in 1525.
\Pavia\
10. Edgardo in Donizetti's Lucia di Lamermoor, Liu in Puccini's Turandot, Cio-Cio San in Puccini's Madame Butterfly, and Juliet in
Gounod's Romeo and Juliet all have this in common. FTPhow also does Verdi's Otello die?
\suicide (by stabbing)\

11. In its best known version it runs: 'Act only on the maxim through which you can at the same time will that it be a universal law'.
- Jrinciples.
rltiore generally known as the Moral law, it is formulated from the idea that morality begins with the rejection of non- universalizable
name this keystone of Immanuel Kant's ethics.
C\CategoricalFTP
Imperative\

12. This estate was deeded to Harvard in 1940 by the American diplomat Robert Woods Bliss. In 1944 it was the site of conversations
conducted by representatives of the U.S., China, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union, that resulted in Proposals named after this estate.
FTP name this estate which shares its name with the basic plan from which the charter of the United Nations was developed at the San
Francisco Conference in 1945.
\Dumbarton Oaks\
13. At times a painter, he also drove an ambulance in Europe during World War I, but then, so did everyone else. Author of a play,
_Santa Claus_, and composer of a baIlet, _Tom_, his most important works are considered to be the drama _Him_ and the novel_The
Enormous Room_, though he is best-known for his poetry. FTP, identify this American poet whose coIlections, including _XLI
Poems_ and _Tulips and Chimneys_, showcase his unusual punctuation and typography.
\e e 3ummings_\
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14. Among its major tributaries are the Zeya, Sungari, Ussuri, and Bureya rivers. It is formed by the junction of the Shilka and Argun
rivers. About 2,865 km long, it empties into the Tatar Strait. FTP name this river that for almost 1,61Okm forms the border between
Russia and China.
\Amur river\
15. One account says that she flies through the air with the wings of a falcon. In Wagner s Ring of the Nibelungs, she was given to the
giants as payment for their construction of Valhalla. FTP, who was this daughter of Njord, owner of the necklace Brisingamen, and
Norse goddess of love?
\Freya\
16. He was the illegitimate son of Godigiselus, who led an invasion of Gaul. He succeeded his brother as king in 428. The next year
he led all his people from Spain to Africa. After a triumphant progress across northern Africa, he captured Carthage in 439, and made
the city his capital. Later, he sacked Rome in 455, invaded Greece and Dalmatia, and threatened Constantinople. FTP name this man
who from 428-477 was king of the Vandals.
\Gaiseric or Genseric\
17. They were first discovered in the early 1950s by Christian de Duve. Between 0.5 and 1.0 micrometers in diameter, they are
surrounded by a single membrane. Synthesized on the rough endoplasmic reticulum, they are then transported to the Golgi apparatus
in an inactive form. They pass through the Golgi, become activated, and then bud offthe end of the Golgi. FTP, identify these
ceIlular organeIles, named for their role in ceIlular~level digestion, that store hydrolases.
\Answer: primary _lysosome_ (accept lysosome; don't accept _secondary lysosome_)\

(

18. His spectacular career ended in 1918 when he became the victim of schizophrenia, from which he never fuIly recovered. Earlier,
heliad choreographed Debussy's L'Apres-midi d'un faune and Jeux and Stravinsky'S The Rite of Spring. A Russian dancer and
choreographer, he took lead rles in baIlets such as Petrushka. FTP name this legendary member of Diaghilev's BalIet Russes.
Waslav Nijinsky\
19. In 1513, he purchased 800 building stones and a barrel of lime to construct a tower for making observations ofthe night sky.
From these observations, he concluded that the universe is finite, spherical in shape, and that celestial bodies always move in a circular
motion. FTP, identify this person who in his, Commentariolus, put forth his heliocentric theory of the solar system.
\Nicolas Copernicus\
20. When he was only 19, he published his first book of poems Luna silvestre. In 1968, after 25 years in the diplomatic service, he
resigned his post as ambassador to India to protest his government's suppression of a student-worker demonstration. His most
prominent theme is human ability to overcome existential solitude through erotic love and artistic creativity. In The Labyrinth of
Solitude, he analyzed his home country of Mexico. FTP name this 1990 winner of the Nobel Prize.
\Octavio Paz\
21. Born in Little Britain, New York, he was a brigadier general in the American Revolution, who was prevented by his military duties
from signing the Declaration of Independence. He was twice elected vice president: in 1804, serving under Thomas Jefferson, and in
1808, under James Madison. FTP name this first governor of New York.
\George Clinton\
22. In 1825, in order to make possible a civil service career, he resentfuIly converted from Judaism to Protestantism. The conflict
between his liberal views and the oppressive regime in Prussia drew him to Paris in 1831 and he remained there for the rest of his life.
In 1835, a Prussian edict prohibited his writings in Germany, naming him as a leader in the Young Germany movement with which he
had been only been peripherally associated. FTP name this German poet, satirist, and journalist who wrote _Book of Songs_ and
_Germany, A Winter's Tale_.
~
\Heinrich Heine\
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23. The principle entrance into this structure is the Redeemer s Gate through which everyone must take off their hat when passing
through. Occupying 90 acres, its name comes from the Russian for a citadel. For ten points, what is this triangular structure situated
in the middle of Moscow?
\Kremlin\

(

24. This novel in set in the imaginary South American republic of Costaguana. Charles Gould, head of the Gould concession silver
mine in the province of Sulaco, entrusts his silver to this title character, which is the nickname of an Italian named Capatez'de
Cargadores. Afterwards it is believed that the silver had sunk into the sea and the suddenly wealthy Capatez is shot by an old
lighthouse keeper by the end ofthis 1904 novel. FfP, what is this novel by Joseph Conrad?
\Nostromo\
25. He was born in New York City and educated at Rutgers University and the University of Chicago. Among his books are
Capitalism and Freedom and A Monetary History ofthe United States, 1867-1960. Considered a leading protagonist of the economic
theory that free market forces, rather than increased government intervention, can most effectively produce a balanced and
noninflationary rate of economic growth, he is an exponent of the policy that the Federal Reserve System can best promote economic
stability by increasing the supply of money at a fairly fixed rate instead of sharply expanding or contracting it. FTP name this 1976
winner of the Nobel Prize in economics.
\Milton Friedman\
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